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The localized vibrational modes associated with substitutional aluminium and nitrogen atoms in
AlyGa1−yNxAs1−x have been studied within first-principles density functional theory using a supercell approach.
Localized vibrational modes related to N-AlmGa4−m �1�m�4� complexes have been identified, which reveal
the formation of N-Al4 units well above random abundance, in qualitative agreement with a large calculated
value �391 meV� of the Al-N bond formation energy. We determine the resonant Raman-active modes from the
selection rule obtained by calculating the electron-phonon coupling strength and optical transition matrix
elements and compare them with resonant Raman spectroscopy measurements. The localized modes from
Raman scattering measurements with frequencies around 325, 385, 400, 450, 500, and 540 cm−1 are found to
be in good agreement with the calculated modes �326, 364, 384, 410, 456, 507, and 556 cm−1�. The modes are
classified as follows: the two modes at 326 and 556 cm−1 belong to the N-AlGa3 configuration; there are three
modes which belong to N-Al2Ga2 with frequencies at 326, 364, and 507 cm−1; the N-Al3Ga configuration
gives rise to modes whose frequencies are 384 and 456 cm−1; and the mode at a frequency of 410 cm−1

belongs to the N-Al4 complex. The comparison of line intensities from samples before and after rapid thermal
annealing allows us to experimentally distinguish vibrational modes associated with different clusters, in
agreement with the theoretical assignments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ternary �GaNAs� and quaternary �InGaNAs and Al-
GaNAs� dilute nitride alloys have attracted considerable in-
terest in recent years both because of their fundamental
physical properties and potential device applications. When a
small fraction of As atoms in these alloys are replaced by N,
the energy gap decreases rapidly; for example, by 150 meV
when 1% of N is added to GaAs.1 This makes the nitride
alloys promising candidates for long wavelength �1.3 and
1.5 �m� telecommunication lasers based on GaAs
substrates2 and for extending the wavelength range of GaAs-
based solar cells further into the infrared.3

Because of the small masses of nitrogen and aluminium
and the strength of Ga-N and Al-N bonds, localized vibra-
tional modes which are specifically related to the simulta-
neous presence of N and Al exist in AlGaNAs. Localized
vibrational mode �LVM� spectroscopy is a useful technique
for studying the local bonding of impurities and impurity
complexes in semiconductors.4–6 Substantial experimental
work,7–18 using both Raman and infrared spectroscopies, has
been done to study the LVM caused by the incorporation of
N into GaAs, InGaAs, and AlGaAs. The pressure depen-
dence of the frequency of the LVM of substitutional nitrogen
in the dilute nitride, GaNxAs1−x, has been recently studied in
Ref. 19 within first-principles density functional theory
�DFT� using a supercell approach. The same technique has
been used to study the effect of the substitution of nearest-
neighbor gallium atoms by indium20 on the frequency of the
LVM. In this paper, we study the localized modes associated

with substitutional Al and N atoms in AlGaNAs using first-
principles density functional theory. We also calculate the
electron-phonon coupling strength and optical transition ma-
trix elements to determine the resonant Raman-active LVMs
and compare them with experimental data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The compu-
tational details are described in Sec. II. The experimental
procedure is presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present and
discuss the theoretical and experimental results. A summary
is given in Sec. V.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

First-principles, pseudopotential, plane-wave, density
functional theory methods allow us to calculate electronic
ground state energies and atomic forces for a given arrange-
ment of atoms in a periodic structure, without fitting to ex-
perimental data. Although systems treated in this approach
are always formally periodic in three dimensions, supercell
methods are used to treat surface or defect structures, such as
substitutional nitrogen in GaAs.19,21 Within this approach,
reliable results are obtained from large supercells because
interactions between impurities in the neighboring supercells
are weak. However, calculation of the full dynamical matrix
�DM� is computationally very demanding for large super-
cells. Therefore, it is important to choose the smallest pos-
sible supercell size that produces reliable results for the prob-
lem under investigation.

A 32-atom body-centered cubic supercell is used in these
calculations. Finite-size convergence tests were performed
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with a larger supercell �64 atoms� by fixing all atoms in the
supercell except the nitrogen and aluminium atoms to verify
that the mode frequencies are well converged34 in the 32-
atom cell.19,20 In each case, a nitrogen atom is substituted on
one arsenic site and m �m�4� aluminium atoms are substi-
tuted on nearest-neighbor gallium sites of the GaAs lattice.
The positions of all atoms within the supercell and the su-
percell dimensions are then relaxed to minimize the ground
state energy of the system. Once the fully relaxed structure is
obtained, we use the finite dynamical matrix approach,
whereby harmonic restoring forces are found by small dis-
placements of each atom from its equilibrium position, cal-
culating the resulting forces on all atoms using the
Hellmann–Feynman �HF� theorem.22

We find the ground state electronic energy and the HF
forces in density functional theory using the VASP code,23,24

which solves the Kohn–Sham equations by an iterative di-
agonalization scheme in a plane-wave basis set. The local
density approximation �LDA� for the exchange-correlation
functional is used, as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.25

The calculations have been performed using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials26,27 and the 3d states are included as va-
lence states for Ga atoms. The plane-wave cutoff energy was
set at 452 and 348 eV for structural relaxation and calcula-
tion of the forces, respectively. The method of special k�-point
generation based on the Monkhorst–Pack28 scheme is used
for k�-point sampling. We have used a 4�4�4 mesh for the
32-atom supercell and a 2�2�2 mesh for the 64-atom su-
percell. The structures were optimized until the residual HF
forces were less than or equal to 10−4 eV /Å.

A. Calculation of localized vibrational modes

The vibrational mode frequencies and amplitudes of vi-
bration are determined by direct diagonalization of the full
DM, which is obtained from the force constant matrix.
Within the harmonic approximation, the total energy of a

supercell with small displacements of atoms from their equi-
librium positions is given by

E = E0 +
1

2 �
i,j,�,�

����i, j�d��i�d��j� , �1�

where d��i� is the displacement of atom i from its equilib-
rium position in the direction �. The small displacement
d��j� of atom j in the direction � induces a force on atom i in
the direction � as

F��i� = − ����i, j�d��j� . �2�

Once the optimized structure is obtained, we compute the
real-space force constant matrix ����i , j� by calculating the
HF forces F��i� induced by making displacements
d0 �d��j�=d0=0.01a, where a is the lattice constant� of
each atom j in the supercell in three orthogonal directions,
�=1,2 ,3. We have considered both +d0 and −d0 and a
central difference of the corresponding forces is used to cal-
culate the force constant matrix. The DM, D���i , j�
= �MiMj�−1/2����i , j�, is then constructed �where Mi is the
mass of atom i� and diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues,
ek=�k

2, and the normalized eigenvectors, �uk�, where
�i ,� �uk�=uk�i ,��=	Misk�i ,�� and sk�i ,�� is the amplitude
of motion of atom i in the � direction for vibrational mode k.
Modes with frequencies outside the range of the GaAs pho-
non bands �i.e., with frequency greater than 287 cm−1� are
considered to be localized. These modes are also found to
have a large amplitude of motion on the light �N and Al�
atoms.

B. Selection rule for resonant Raman scattering

The interactions between lattice vibrations and electronic
states can be studied through the resonant Raman scattering
�RRS�. The Raman scattering probability for the Stokes scat-
tering process can be written in a simplified form as29,30

Iph��s� = 
2	



���

n,n�

�i�HeR�n���n��He-ph�n��n�HeR�i�
�
�i − �En − Ei���
�i − 
� − �En� − Ei���2

��
�i − 
� − 
�s� , �3�

where HeR and He-ph are the electron-radiation and electron-
phonon interaction Hamiltonians, �i� is the initial electronic
state, �n� is the intermediate electronic state with energy En,

�i and 
�s are the energies of the incident and scattered
photons, respectively, and 
� is the energy of the phonon
being studied, i.e., associated with the LVMs in the material.
For electron scattering near resonance with an intermediate
state �n�, we use an adiabatic approximation assuming that
the emitted phonon related to the displacement of atoms in
localized mode does not significantly modify the other inter-
mediate state �n��, i.e., �n��= �n�. Under this assumption, the
RRS selection rule can be obtained by combining the three

contributions in the numerator of Eq. �3�, i.e., �1� a Bloch
state �n� with energy En at the  point excited by a photon
with energy 
�i=En−Ei, �2� the electron-phonon coupling
between the state �n� and the LVM, and �3� the reemission of
a photon with energy 
��=
�i−
�. Thus, the RRS inten-
sity becomes proportional to

Iph��s� � ��i�HeR�n��n�He-ph�n��n�HeR�i��2. �4�

The electron-radiation coupling term in Eq. �4� may be esti-
mated by the dipole approximation, where only zone-
centered phonons with momentum q=0 are involved in the
light scattering process. The expectation value �n�HeR�i� is
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then given by the dipole transition matrix elements,

��n�HeR�i��2 � Pn = ��n�p̂�i��2 = ��
G

GC
n
*�G�Ci�G��2

, �5�

where the sum runs over the vectors of the reciprocal space
and Cn�G� and Ci�G� are the coefficients of the plane-wave
expansion of the electronic Bloch states �n� and �i� at the 
point, respectively. Since we are interested in RRS produced
by incident photons with energies of the order of the energy
gap �
�i1–2 eV�, the optical transitions involved in the
RRS will occur from the valence band maximum ��i�� to an
excited state in the conduction band ��n��. The energy En of
the intermediate state �n� is then defined relative to the va-
lence band maximum �VBM�.

The middle matrix elements in Eq. �4� �the electron-
phonon coupling� can be evaluated from the classical
relation,31

�n�He-ph�n� � g�n,n,�� = 
 


2M�
�1/2

�n��̂� · �� Vsc�n�

= 
 


2M�
�1/2

�̂� ·
�En

�Q
, �6�

where �̂� is the phonon polarization vector and �� Vsc is the
gradient of the self-consistent potential with respect to the
phonon coordinate Q. Equation �6� has been obtained using
the HF theorem.22

From Eqs. �4�–�6�, one can estimate the selection rule for
the RSS using

Iph � �Pn
�En

�Q
�2

. �7�

The above relation can also be obtained from the semiclas-
sical approach, where the Raman scattering cross section is
proportional to ��� /�Q�2, the square of the derivative of the
optical polarizability � with respect to the phonon coordinate
Q. In this case, the optical polarizability is proportional to

���� � �
n

Pn

� − En/

, �8�

where n labels the optical transitions and En is the transition
energy �the difference between the final and initial energies�.
Differentiation of Eq. �8� gives

��

�Q
� �

n

Pn

�� − En/
�2

�En

�Q
. �9�

From Eq. �9�, one can clearly see that the derivative of the
optical transition energy En with respect to the phonon coor-
dinate Q and the optical transition matrix elements near reso-
nance �
�En� give the RRS.

The dipole transition matrix elements and the shift of the
electronic level En with respect to the amplitudes of motion
of the atoms for each LVM have been computed from our
DFT calculations performed with the 32-atom cell.

III. EXPERIMENT

The samples studied are 500 nm thick layers of
Al0.22Ga0.78NxAs1−x grown on GaAs substrates by molecular
beam epitaxy using a radio-frequency plasma source for the
supply of atomic nitrogen. The layers were capped with a
100 nm GaAs layer. Different N concentrations up to x
=0.01 were obtained by varying the substrate temperature.
The N concentration was roughly estimated using x-ray dif-
fraction from the shift of the diffraction peak with respect to
that of AlGaAs in �-2� scans. Postgrowth rapid thermal an-
nealing at 700–900 °C was carried out for 30 s in some of
the samples to distinguish the LVMs associated with the dif-
ferent complexes. RRS spectra were recorded in backscatter-
ing geometry at room and low temperature using Ti-sapphire
and dye lasers as excitation sources and a double-grating
spectrometer with a charged coupled device detector. A con-
tinuous flow cryostat with He-exchange gas was used for low
temperature �77 K� measurements.

IV. RESULTS

There are several localized modes associated with N and
Al �i.e., with frequencies above the continuum phonon band
edge� in this alloy. Here, we focus on the modes which are
resonant Raman-active �Iph�0� in order to compare our the-
oretical results with the RRS measurements. The intensities
of the resonant Raman-active modes estimated from the
electron-phonon coupling strength and optical transition ma-
trix elements as a function of the conduction band energies
relative to the VBM are shown in Fig. 1�a�. For incident
photons with energy range of 0.2–1.6 eV, the frequencies of
the resonant Raman-active LVMs originating from all
possible configurations of nitrogen-centered clusters
�N-AlmGa4−m, 1�m�4� are calculated to be 326, 364, 384,
410, 456, 507, and 556 cm−1. The modes are classified as
follows: the two modes at 326 and 556 cm−1 belong to the
N-AlGa3 configuration; there are three modes which belong
to N-Al2Ga2 with frequencies at 326, 364, and 507 cm−1; the
N-Al3Ga configuration gives rise to modes whose frequen-
cies are 384 and 456 cm−1; and the mode at a frequency of
410 cm−1 belongs to the N-Al4 complex.

The Raman spectra of two samples with 0.1% and 1% of
N are shown in Fig. 1�b� for excitation energy of 1.96 eV.
The extended GaAs-like �LO1, TO1� and AlAs-like �LO2,
TO2� phonons of AlGaAs are observed, together with the LO
mode of the GaAs substrate. In addition, six peaks at fre-
quencies around 325, 385, 400, 450, 500, and 540 cm−1

�marked by arrows in Fig. 1�b�� are shown in the spectra.
These peaks, some of which have been observed previously
at room temperature,11,13 are related to the simultaneous
presence of Al and N. According to the DFT calculations, we
can ascribe the new Raman peaks to LVMs of N-AlmGa4−m
complexes of different m. The theoretical results for the
Raman-active modes, represented by a different symbol for
each cluster in Fig. 1�b�, are in good agreement with the
experimental data. The discrepancy between the calculated
and the experimental values of the LVM frequencies is below
3%. Previous DFT calculations of known vibrational mode
frequencies in semiconductors give a typical accuracy of a
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few percent. For example, the LVM frequency associated
with substitutional N in GaAs has been calculated as
465 cm−1, compared to an experimental value of 472 cm−1.19

The calculated mode at 364 cm−1 is probably obscured ex-
perimentally due to the AlAs-like LO2 phonons observed
around 365 cm−1.

The intensities of the modes with m=3 and m=4 �peaks at
385, 400, and 450 cm−1� of the sample with 0.1% of N as a
function of the excitation energy in the range from
1.6 to 2 eV are shown in Fig. 2�a�. The maxima of the Ra-
man resonance profiles are normalized for easier comparison.
RRS profiles of the LVMs belonging to m=1,2 complexes
could not be obtained as the scattering intensities are too
weak. The resonance maxima are well above the band gap,
which is 1.58 eV at 77 K for this sample. The modes at 385
and 450 cm−1 �m=3� resonate at the same energy, which is

32 meV below the resonance energy of the peak at 400 cm−1

�m=4�. Similar theoretical results are shown in the inset of
Fig. 1�a� with a difference of 22 meV between the resonance
energies of the modes with m=3 and m=4. The same behav-
ior is observed in the sample with 1% of N concentration
�not shown here�, but in that case, the Raman resonance en-
ergies of the three modes are shifted to lower energies.
Therefore, we conclude that the electronic transitions respon-
sible for the observed resonances are linked to the different
N-AlmGa4−m clusters. The large width �150–200 meV� of
the experimental RRS profiles is attributed to alloy fluctua-
tions, producing different surroundings of the N-AlmGa4−m
complexes inside the scattering volume. Actually, the PL
emission of the sample containing 0.1% N �not shown� has a
similar width. Additionally, the possible presence of incom-
ing and outgoing resonances in the RRS profile could con-
tribute to the resonance width. As both resonances should be
separated by about 50 meV, they are not experimentally be
resolved.

The high intensity of the modes at 385 and 400 cm−1 in
the sample with lower N content is attributed to its strong
resonant enhancement, as compared to the sample with
higher N content. Indeed, the maximum of the resonant pro-
file of the 0.1% sample �1.88 eV, Fig. 2�a�� is closer to the

FIG. 1. �a� Estimated intensities �PCB��ECB−EVBM� /�Q
= ��CB�p̂�VBM��2��ECB−EVBM� /�Q� as a function of the conduction
band energies relative to the valence band maximum. The differ-
ence in resonance energies �22 meV� between the modes associated
with N-Al3Ga and N-Al4 is shown in the inset. �b� Experimental
Raman spectra at 77 K of dilute AlGaNAs films with 0.1% and 1%
of N concentration. Experimental and theoretical LVMs are marked
by arrows and symbols, respectively. Narrow peaks at 435 and
495 cm−1 are Ne spectral lines for calibration purposes.
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FIG. 2. �a� Experimental Raman resonance of the modes of
complexes with m=3 and m=4 of the sample with 0.1% of N
content. Solid lines are the Lorentz fits. �b� The projection of the
wave function of the E+ state in GaNAs onto the wave functions of
conduction band states for the N-Al4 configuration.
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excitation energy �1.96 eV� than that of the 1% sample
�1.80 eV, not shown�. These intense modes correspond to
m=3 and m=4 complexes, and although we would expect
them to be very scarce in a random ion distribution, they
might form with noticeable abundance due to the strong
Al-N binding energy. This is experimentally confirmed by
the significant reduction of the apparent Al concentration �Al
bonded only to As atoms� upon increasing the growth tem-
perature, as a result of mobility of the atoms of Al and N
which can form the energetically more favorable Al-N
bonds.18 The formation energies of N-Al, N-Al2, N-Al3, and
N-Al4 bonds obtained from the 64-atom supercell calcula-
tions are 391, 788, 1173, and 1535 meV, respectively. The
Al-N binding energy is much larger than that of In-N
�197 meV� in InGaNAs �Ref. 20� and suggests that N-AlGa3
and N-Al2Ga2 clusters would be very rare, even though ac-
tual growth does not give thermal equilibrium abundances.
N-Al4 should be the predominant cluster at thermal equilib-
rium. This is consistent with the low intensity of Raman
scattering at mode frequencies associated with N-AlGa3 and
N-Al2Ga2 clusters. Based on the theoretical, thermal equilib-
rium values for abundance of various clusters �m=1–4�, we
would expect a large proportion of N-Al4 clusters under ac-
tual growth conditions.

The experimental resonance energies at which the modes
related to N-Al3Ga and N-Al4 were observed are associated
with electronic transitions specific to each complex, which
derive from the E+ state found in the dilute GaNAs nitrides.
In order to determine the character of the calculated states,
we extracted the �+ state in GaNAs �the singlet state above
the CBE with a high optical transition matrix elements �see
Ref. 32 for further details�� and projected it onto the conduc-
tion band states obtained from the N-Al4 configuration. Fig-
ure 2�b� shows the probability ���+ ��i

N-Al4��2 versus the ener-
gies ECB−EVMB of the different �i

N-Al4 states. As a result, we
obtain that the �3

N-Al4 state giving rise to an active RRS at
around 1.6 eV in Fig. 1�a� has about 70% of �+ character.
Therefore, the higher resonance energy levels can be associ-
ated with the E+ state in GaNAs.

The discrepancy between our calculated photon energy
range of 0.2–1.6 eV and the experimental range of
1.6–2.0 eV can be explained by �1� the LDA underestima-
tion of the energy gap, which is found to be of the order of
1.0 eV for GaAs �Ref. 35� and �2� the higher nitrogen con-

centration used in the calculations �x=6.25% � compared to
the experimental concentrations x=0.1% and x=1%. Our
first-principles calculations in dilute GaAs1−xNx nitrides32

show that the energy separation �E=E+−ECBE reduces to 0.4
and 0.19 eV at x=1% and 0.1%, respectively. This is in
agreement with Ref. 33 ��E=0.2 eV at x=0.1%�. Therefore,
the experimental resonance energy of about 1.8 eV observed
at x=0.1% is in good agreement with our theoretical predic-
tion E+=Eg+�E=1.58 eV+0.19 eV=1.77 eV. We would
expect a small shift in the E+ energy due to the substitution
of Ga by Al in the clusters considered here. The calculated
shift in resonance energy �22 meV�, in going from N-Al3Ga
to N-Al4, is in reasonably good agreement with the value
�32 meV� found experimentally.

Since the E+ state in GaNAs is localized around the nitro-
gen atoms for lower N concentration, we expect the coupling
�E+ /�Q to remain large for the phonon coordinate Q of the
LVMs, whereas the coupling �ECBE /�Q to the conduction
band edge will be weakened as the N concentration de-
creases. Thus, the resonant transition to the E+ state is par-
ticularly sensitive to the LVMs associated with N.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The LVMs associated with substitutional aluminium and
nitrogen atoms in AlGaNAs have been studied within first-
principles density functional theory supercell calculations
and compared to resonant Raman measurements. We find a
good agreement between the calculated frequencies and the
experimental values. The intensity of the modes estimated
from the electron-phonon coupling strength and optical tran-
sition matrix elements will be useful in classifying the modes
which belong to N-AlmGa4−m clusters experimentally.
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